
NUCOR COMPETITIVE STRATEGY

The competitive strategy of Nucor has helped it become one of the leading manufacturers of steel and steel products in
the United States.

Author of the report has investment positions in the stock at the time of publishing this post. Supplier power of
scrap is low when the steel prices are low, Nucor had advantage because of large supplier base and low
switching cost among scrap suppliers. Nucor enjoys this success for several reasons, employee relations,
quality, productivity, and aggressive pursuit of innovation and technical excellence. Wernerfelt, B. Soaring
global steel prices15 8. Khairul Islam Md. P13 8. Fulfilling environmental standards: Nucor was not that much
concerned about environmental consequences which they are causing. Iverson divested all loss making
divisions of the company. Nucor also has the opportunity of using the rail car network acquired through the
purchase of David J. Nucor has considerable technological resources, mainly involving process. The
managers, directors and CEOs of Nucor had such educational backgrounds which contribute a lot in
improving the quality of the products. This policy ultimately increases the price of the product. Such intense
rivalry may also lead to price wars. The competitive price for joist was close to cost and with price effectively
fixed, the firm had to push down cost in order to increase profits. This did not help that China had also slapped
import taxes. Nucor produce Scrap steels, which is the main raw material for producing steel products and thus
managed to produce their products in low price. Please do a five-forces analysis to support your answer.
Opportunities: Nucor could continue innovating with the Hismelt technology, or the liquid iron project. In
terms of tonnage produced, Nucor ranked 8th globally with  Serious threats from foreign competitors e.
Opportunities 1. Most of the stakeholders are not happy with its environmental practices because some of its
plants are polluting the air. Any material conflict of interest at the time of publishing the report: No. As
economy improves, niche strategies could target untapped places or usage. The new management quickly sold
many of the company's wide-ranging operations to focus on profitable Vulcraft. These steel makers also dump
a lot of the steel into the market, dropping the prices industry wide.


